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NONCREDIT CONSTRUCTION
TECHNOLOGY
Certificate of Completion: Introduction to
Residential Building Trade Skills

Explores building trade skills utilized in the construction of a
residential wood frame structure. Includes safe operation of
construction tools and equipment, site planning, carpentry,
roofing, plastering, plumbing, electrical, drywall, painting, and
tile.
Degree Student Learning Outcome:
Students will be able to evaluate trades and career pathways
utilized in constructing a single story wood frame structure, and
apply basic knowledge to safely use appropriate equipment
and tools necessary to construct a single story wood framed
structure.
Program Requirements:
Units required: 0

..........................................................Units
Introduction to Construction
Technology (Structural)
0.0
NC.CONS-100B Introduction to Construction
Technology (Non-Structural)
0.0
NC.CONS-100A

PUBLIC SAFETY – AGENCY
TRAINING
FIRE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED
TRAINING (FIRET)
FIRET 030 WILDLAND FIRE CHAINSAWS

Units: 1.00
20.00 hours lecture, 10.00 - 16.00 hours lab
Provides the function, maintenance and use of internal
combustion engine powered chain saws, and their tactical
wildland fire application. Field exercises support entry level
training for firefighters with little or no previous experience in
operating a chain saw, providing hands-on cutting experience
in surrounding similar to fireline situations.

FIRET 037 WILDLAND FIRE DRILLS – SPRING/
GRASS
Units: 0.15 – 0.25
2.00 – 4.00 hours lecture, 4.00 – 8.00 hours lab
Provides training that will reinforce communication and
tactical practices between commanding officers and tactical
forces utilizing live-fire and mentors in a controlled Wildland
environment.
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FIRET 102 EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN TRAINING PROGRAM

Units: 8.00
CSU 105.00 hours lecture, 88.00 hours lab
Prepares students for certification as an Emergency
Medical Technician, including basic, non-invasive
interventions to reduce the morbidity and mortality
associated with acute out-of-hospital medical and traumatic
emergencies. Includes ambulance ride along.

FIRE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCED
TRAINING - LIFEGUARD (FIRETL)
FIRETL 001 OCEAN LIFEGUARD ACADEMY

Units: 4.00
56.00 hours lecture, 54.00 hours lab
Prepares the student for employment as an ocean
lifeguard. Major topics include: CPR, First aid, rescue
drills, surf and ocean swimming, rescue board proficiency,
skin diving proficiency, communication, and environmental
hazard identification.

FIRETL 017 OCEAN LIFEGUARD
SPECIALIST ACADEMY

Units: 3.00
60.00 hours lecture, 20.00 hours lab
Prepares seasonal lifeguards for their role as an Ocean
Lifeguard Specialists. Major topics include: Sub-area
operations, radio communications/NFIRS, personnel
policies, safe driving, expectations/discipline, code of
conduct, public- relations, EMS operations, response to
terrorism, a review of our General Orders and an intro to
information management.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, POLICE DEPARTMENT
ADVACNED TRAINING - (LEPD)

LEPD 010 LEARNING TO LEARN

Units: 0.25
8.00 hours lecture
Provides the concepts of learning as an active and
dynamic activity and sets the tone for the future course
work and learning experiences.

LEPD 012 CRISIS NEGOTIATION UPDATE

Units: 0.50
8.00 hours lecture
Provides the knowledge, tactics, advanced techniques
and skills needed to manage a hostage/barricade suspect
incident, focusing on updating and debriefing the members
of a Crisis Negotiation Team by reinforcing verbal and
physical tactics used to manage a hostage/barricade
suspect incident.
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LEPD 013 DETECTIVE SYMPOSIUM

Units: 0.50
10.00 hours lecture
Provides the student with investigative techniques/skills
necessary to investigate and prosecute the crime of murder.
The course will also focus on the investigation of kidnap for
murder, terrorism, mass murder, search warrant procedures,
crimes against children, and the case study of a high-profile
case.

LEPD 014 SPECIAL WEAPONS AND TACTICS

Units: 11.00
74.00 hours lecture, 390.00 hours lab
Introduces the concepts, principles and skills needed to
perform the duties of a Special Weapons and Tactics Officer,
including firearms training, high-risk entries, hostage rescue,
defense tactics and crisis negotiations.

LEPD 038 DRUG ALCOHOL RECOGNITION
UPDATE

Units: 0.15 – 5.00
8.00 – 85.00 hours lecture
Provides the student with a historical perspective of laws
covering persons driving under the influence of alcohol/
drugs. Introduces an update to DUI statistics, enforcement
techniques, and common field sobriety testing techniques.

LEPD 050 CIVILIAN SUPERVISOR SCHOOL
Units: 4.00
80.00 hours lecture
Recommended Preparation: LEPD-010

Provides civilian supervisors with the necessary tools
to effectively lead and manage both sworn and civilian
employees. This class is recommended for LAPD
supervisors or students preparing for a LAPD supervisory
position, and that have a nomination from a Commanding
Officer.

LEPD 070 AUDITING POLICE DEPARTMENTS
Units: 1.00
24.00 hours lecture
Provides students with skills necessary for auditing police
departments. Focuses on risk assessment, audit planning
procedures, and sampling techniques.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, SHERIFF DEPARTMENT
ADVANCED TRAINING - (LESD)

LESD 010 ARREST CONTROL/DRIVER
TRAINING (PSP)

Units: 0.15
4.00 hours lecture, 4.00 hours lab
Provides continued professional training in P.O.S.T.
perishable skills.

LESD 011 TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Units: 0.15 - 5.00
8.00 - 80.00 hours lecture
Introduces the basic communication skills needed to effectively
communicate with inmates in a custody setting.

LESD 020 FIREARMS/TACTICAL RIFLE
Units: 0.25

8.00 hours lecture, 8.00 hours lab
Provides instruction on department approved use of the AR-15
rifle.

LESD 029 FIREARMS/SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL
Units: 0.15

4.00 hours lecture, 4.00 hours lab
Provides training in basic semi-automatic handgun
manipulations. Trains students in the nomenclature, function and
use of the duty handgun.

LESD 100 BASIC COURSE - INTENSIVE

Units: 24.00
CSU 220 hours lecture, 660 hours lab
Provides training in basic law enforcement tactics and
techniques specifically used by the Los Angeles Sheriff
Department. Examines community relations, criminal law,
criminal evidence, patrol procedures, investigation, vehicle
codes, vehicle operations, communications, physical
conditioning, health and safety, self-defense tactics, weapons,
and marksmanship. Letter grade.

NONCREDIT SPANISH
Certificate of Completion: Spanish for Healthcare
Workers

Designed for health care workers who need to communicate
effectively with Spanish-speaking patients and families. Intensive
practice with Spanish vocabulary, interviews and specialized
basic terminology used in the medical field.
Degree Student Learning Outcome:
Students will be able to demonstrate proficiency in
communicating in expressive and receptive forms in Spanish.
Program Requirements:
Units required: 0
NC.SPAN-021
NC.SPAN-021

............................................................... Units
Spanish for Healthcare Workers I
.0.0
Spanish for Healthcare Workers II
.0.0

NC.SPAN 021 SPANISH FOR HEALTHCARE
WORKERS I

Units: 0.00
Develops basic Spanish listening, speaking, and oral skills on
specific topics related to healthcare professions.
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NC.SPAN 022 SPANISH FOR HEALTHCARE
WORKERS II
Units: 0.00
Recommended Preparation: NC.SPAN-021

Further develops Spanish listening speaking and oral skills on
specific topics related to healthcare professions at the novice-high
level.
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